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Abstract: In order use machine learning, a model needs to be trained
based on a dataset characterized by a feature set. This set can contain
numerous and not always useful features for the model. The feature
selection can help to sort features and reduce the set of features. The
goal is to take the most useful of them and maximize the learning phase
of the model. There are different kinds of selections based on different
methods that offer various benefits like rigorous or execution speed. The
number of features selected need to be smaller to reduce the computation
time and the complexity without losing information. The utilization of
a stopping criteria is important and can make the difference between a
relevant or irrelevant selection.

Abstract: Pour utiliser l’apprentissage automatisé, un modèle doit
être entrainé en se basant sur un ensemble de données caractérisées par
un ensemble de caractéristiques. Cet ensemble peut contenir de nom-
breuses caractéristiques qui ne sont pas toujours utiles pour le modèle.
La sélection de caractéristiques aide à trier et réduire ce nombre. Le
but étant d’essayer de prendre les caractéristiques les plus utiles et ainsi
maximiser la phase d’apprentissage du modèle. Il y a différentes sortes
de sélections de caractéristiques qui se base sur différentes méthodes qui
offrent des avantages tel que la rigueur ou la vitesse d’exécution. De
plus le nombre sélectionné doit être le plus petit possible afin de réduire
le temps de calcule et la complexité sans perdre d’informations sur les
données. L’utilisation d’un critère d’arrêt est importante et peut faire la
différence entre une sélection pertinente et non pertinente.
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Chapter 1

Introduction

1.1 Context

In today’s digital world, there is more and more data and we have to deal
with it. Machine learning processes this huge amount of data and uses
them in different ways. During the machine learning process a model is
trained and from this model different tasks can be done like classification
or regression on dataset. The model needs to be trained from a set of
features that characterizes a dataset. These features can be information
about a patient, some observations about specific element and more. The
more features a dataset have, the longer the model takes to be trained.
There are datasets with reasonable amount of features (less than 100),
but the number of features increases constantly and modern datasets
have more than 1000 features.
The number of features has some impact on machine learning process
and can be a problem when there are many features. On the hand, the
number of features influences the time needed to train a model and it
takes more time where there are lots of features. On the other hand,
a higher number of features increases the risk of noise and overfitting
because there are more risk of redundant or irrelevant features. The
noise and irrelevant features have negative impact on the training and
the predictive power of the model.
Then it exist solutions like feature selection (FS) that helps to reduce the
feature set used to train a model. It reduces the complexity of data, help
to understand data and reduces the computation time needed to train
the model. FS aims to take features that are the most useful for training
to reduce the noise in data and reduce the risk of overfitting.
An important concern in FS is to realize a stable and reliable feature
selection. The FS is stable if it chooses same features each time it is
used on a specific dataset. If the FS is used on a specific dataset several
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time and each subset of selected features are composed with different
features it is totally useless and a waste of time. There are a number of
different definitions in the machine learning literature for what it means
to be a “relevant” features. This relevance of a feature depends on the
target and the goal of the feature selection There are different kinds of
FS that are performed at different step of the machine learning process.
Wrapper methods use the model information and work directly with
values processed by a model like the training accuracy. Filter methods
process ahead and reduce the features set before the training of a model.
They use statistical algorithms to determine which features to keep and
reject. The selection can be processed by a exploring method like forward
search that begin from a set and features are added one by one. Backward
search begin with all features and irrelevant features are rejected. A mix
of both exist and process by adding or rejecting features to find the best
subset.

1.2 Master thesis goals

It is important to have a FS that is reliable and stable. The goal of
this master thesis is to research on a feature selection method with a
balance between this two requirements. Several research questions have
been made on different aspects of the feature selection for this purpose.

The first one is to compare the performance between two kinds of
selection performed in feature selection. The research question is to see
how the feature selection behaves and if the selection is meaningful.
The selection method is a wrapper in forward search with two selections.
One often used with wrappers that is based directly on the training ac-
curacy of the model. The second one is based on a cross validation (CV)
accuracy.

The second research question is focused on stopping criteria used to
determine the best number of features to keep. The goal is to proposed
new stopping criteria based on algorithms or statistical formula. These
criteria is adapted to work as a threshold to stop the FS when it is not
worth to add new feature to the subset of selected features. All stopping
criteria are compared and ranked based on stability and relevance met-
rics.

Finally, the last research question is to compare a filter method with
results from the wrapper. The goal is to see if results obtained for the
two others questions with the wrapper are the same for the filter method.
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In this purpose, the filter also uses training accuracy and CV accuracy
to select features and all stopping criteria proposed.

1.3 Plan

The master thesis is separated in two section where the first is focus on
the selection method and the second on stopping criteria. For the first
section the chapter 2 is a state of art of feature selection to introduce
technicals aspects. The chapter 3 explains metrics used to compare re-
sults of experimentation. The section finish with chapter 4 and 5 that
explain the experimentation and results obtained.
The second section focus on aspect and elements used for the second re-
search. The section begin with chapter 6 and 7 those present Hoeffding
and the permutation test used to build new stopping criteria. Chapter
8 is the state of art of stopping criteria. Chapter 9 explains the adap-
tation of Hoeffding and permutation test to make new stopping criteria.
Chapter 10 and 11 are about experimentations and results obtained for
the section.
Finally the chapter 12 is a conclusion about the master thesis, discussion
about research questions and future works.
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Chapter 2

State of the Art

This chapter explains some important concepts that have been used. On
the hand the feature selection, exploring methods used to create subsets
and method used to evaluate these subsets. On the other hand, machine
learning and model used for experimentations.

2.1 Feature selection

Feature selection (FS) [17] [18] consists in building a set of selected fea-
tures from a set of input features of a dataset to maximize the prediction
power of a model. From a set of features X = (X1, ...Xd) and a target
Y that has to be predicted by elements from X . FS has to find the best
subset of features from X that are the most relevant to predict the value
of target Y . The selection of features can be processed by a wrapper or
filter method.

Stopping criteria chooses the number of features in the subset of se-
lected features. This is important because if too much features are se-
lected by FS it is a waste of time because the purpose of FS is to reduce
the features set. If you select not enough that impact the deduction
power of your model. The ideal case is to stop when you reach a value
close to the maximum of your heuristic (for example training accuracy).

The selection of relevant features [15] is important in feature selection,
but what is a relevant feature for a feature selection ? For the model, a
relevant feature provides useful information to train correctly the model
while an irrelevant feature increases the noise and impoverishes the accu-
racy of the model. It is a central problem in machine learning, and many
induction algorithms incorporate some approach to address it. Experts
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need features to be relevant for the domain covered by the dataset. For
example, in medical domain some features are obtained by experiences.
These experiences have a price, take a certain amount of times, ... It
can be more relevant to experts to have features that provide the same
amount of information to the model obtained by more easily experience
than by a difficult one. Only the relevance for the model is treated during
the master thesis.

Stability of FS is sensitive to small perturbations in the training set.
This issue is of course extremely relevant with small training samples. If
changing or removing one training sample have a significant impact in
feature selection this one cannot be considered as reliable and stable. So
it is a important metric to evaluate to ensure the better and reliable FS.

The FS used exploring method to create and generate subsets of dif-
ferent size. These subsets are evaluate by wrapper or filter method to
give to each subsets a score. The subset with the best score is selected
as the best subset of features.

2.1.1 Exploring Method

Exploring method explains how to select or create subset of features for
FS. To know which subset to keep FS needs to evaluate and scores each
subset formed by exploring methods.

Forward selection [16] begin with a empty subset S of selected fea-
ture f . For the first step features are tested one by one with the model.
The best feature fi is selected and added to the subset of selected fea-
tures S. Then each subset of size two are formed with the previously
selected feature and another feature remaining. The best pair that give
the best performance is selected and saved as the best subset of size two.
This process is repeated until the FS considers there are enough features
for the subset of selected features.

Backward elimination Begin with the full set of input features. At
each iteration the less significant feature is removed from the set. This
process is repeated until there is no improvement for the model in re-
moving another feature.

Recursive Feature elimination is a greedy optimization algorithm
which aims to find the best performing feature subset. It repeatedly cre-
ates models and keeps aside the best or the worst performing feature at
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Figure 2.1: Wrapper process

each iteration. It constructs the next model with the left features until
all the features are exhausted. It then ranks the features based on the
order of their elimination.

2.1.2 Wrapper Method

Wrapper [1] [2] [6] is a method that searches for the best subset of features
by evaluating different subset of features to train the model. Wrapper
uses induction algorithm from the model to determine features to select.
The principle is to test different size of subset generated by a exploring
method with different combination of features and training the model
with each subsets. From training, the wrapper attributes a score to each
subset. From scores a subset is selected and the wrapper decide if it is
relevant to add or delete feature from the selected subset.

As show on figure 2.1 the wrapper begin with the set of features that
characterized the dataset. From the set, the chosen exploring method
generate subset of features. The subset is evaluate from the training
model and a performance score is given. The process of generating sub-
set and evaluation is looped several times. At the end, the best subset is
selected by the wrapper based on the performance score.

By testing up to d2 possibility of subset, wrapper ensures to give the
best or a subset closed to the better performance for training the model.
The counterpart is that wrapper is computationally very expensive. It
is interesting for little data set with small set of features but not recom-
mended for large dataset with lots of features and samples. The more
combination are possible the more wrapper takes time to evaluate and
selected the best subset.
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2.2 Filter methods

The filter [3][4][5][6] method is a preprocessing step performed before the
learning phase of the model. The Filter method does not dependent on
any machine learning model because it does not use any induction al-
gorithm of the model. Basically, filter method takes the set of features,
a exploring method generates subsets, evaluates these subsets and takes
subset with the best score. The evaluation relies on a score based on
general characteristics of features like distances between classes or sta-
tistical dependencies. After that the new set of features chosen by the
filter is used to train the model.
Filter methods are faster than wrapper and work well on large data sets.
However filter does not take into account the learning phase of the model
and it is difficult to know if the subset of selected features is the best that
can be obtained. Several filter methods are already used in literature :

Delta test : Delta test algorithm uses the neighbors method to
evaluate the quality of a feature. The nearest neighbor (NN) of a point
is defined as the (unique) point which minimizes a distance metric to
that point defined like this :

N(i) = min ||xi − xj||2. (2.1)

An example of distance metric is Euclidian distance. The formula of the
delta test is written as follows :

ϑ(X) =
1

2M

M∑
i=1

(yi − yN(i))2. (2.2)

The delta test is used to score subsets of features generated by a ex-
ploring method. The subset with the smallest score is the best one and
is used to train the model.

Correlation-based Feature Selection : Correlation based feature
selection (CFS) is a filter algorithm that ranks feature subsets according
to a correlation based on heuristic evaluation function. The bias of the
evaluation function is toward subset X that contain features x1, x2, ...xn
highly correlated with the target Y and uncorrelated with each others.
Irrelevant features should be ignored because they have low correlation
with the target. The algorithm can deal with redundant features that
will be highly correlated with one or more of the remaining features. The
acceptance of a feature depends on how well the feature predicts classes
in areas of instance that are not already predicted by others features.
The evaluation function is :
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M(Xi) =
krcf√

k +K(k − 1)krff
(2.3)

where M(S) is the heuristic ”merit” of a feature subset S containing
k features, rcf is the mean feature-class correlation (f ∈ S) and rff is the
average feature inter correlation. The numerator provided an indication
of how predictable of the class is a set of features and the denominator,
how much redundancy there is among features.

The fast correlated-based filter (FCBF) : FCBF is based on
symmetrical uncertainty. SU is the ratio between the mutual information
and the entropy of two features, Xi ∈ X and yi ∈ Y . Where the mutual
information is defined by :

MI(X, y) = H(X) +H(y)−H(X, y). (2.4)

and SU algorithm like this :

SU(X, y) = 2
MI(X, y)

H(X) +H(y)
. (2.5)

FCBF is known to be good to reject redundant and irrelevant feature
but cannot take in consideration relation between features.

2.3 Machine learning models

Feature selection is a method to improve machine learning process and
a model is necessary to perform machine learning. Models have been
chosen because they can be used for classification problems as well as
regression problems. A classification problem is defined like this : from a
given set of tuples (X, y) of training sample with X a vector of d features
and y a discrete class label, classification search to produce from these
examples a function f(x) = y that will associate for a new vector X
the target y associated with high accuracy. The regression problem is to
produce a function f that predicts continuous value output.

k-nearest neighbors : the knn algorithm [22] [23] is a non-parametric
method that uses as input the closest training examples from feature
space. The output depends on whether knn is used for classification or
regression. For each unlabeled test sample, the method classifies it in
comparison to its neighbors. The number of neighbors (k) taken into
consideration is a meta-parameter. For example on figure 2.2, the al-
gorithm has to classify the test sample (grey) between blue and green
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Figure 2.2: Knn example where the sample (grey) needs to be classified
between blue or green elements

elements. If the number of neighbors k is 3, the sample is labeled as blue
because there is more blue than green. However If k = 5 the sample is
classified as green because there is more green than blue elements around
the evaluated sample. The best number of neighbors dependent on upon
the dataset but there are some heuristic techniques that can be used to
choose the best number of features. The accuracy of the knn algorithm
can be severely degraded by the presence of noise and irrelevant features
that misdirect neighbors. If the feature scales are not consistent with
their importance that impact the model accuracy. Much research has
been put into selecting or scaling features to improve classification. A
popular approach is the use of evolutionary algorithms to optimize fea-
ture scaling or to scale features by the mutual information of training
data with the training classes. In order to determine the nearest neigh-
bors some heuristics are used as the most of time Euclidean distance for
K − nn.

For the experimentation knn model has been chosen. knn has as
advantage to be able to handle multi-class cases, need only one meta
parameter and work well with enough data. One cons is that is not easy
to choose the meta parameter.
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Chapter 3

Metrics

To evaluate the stability and reliability of results several metrics have
been used. First the section explains metrics of reliability and then those
of stability.

3.1 Reliability metrics

Mean of training or CV accuracy. Depending on the selection, there
are the mean of the training or CV accuracy and its confident interval as-
sociated to it. The mean shows if the subset of selected feature proposes
an interesting accuracy for the model. The best case is to reach a value
close to 100 % of accuracy. It is necessary to remain cautious because
values equal or too close to 100 percentile can be the result of overfitting.
The consequence is that the model learns the data set instead of learning
how to predict on new value. In the particulate case, the model will not
be able to predict a new unknown value .

Mean of test accuracy The test accuracy is obtained by using a
part of the dataset that the model does not know. Being unknown the
model have to use what it learns from training accuracy to predict new
value. Test accuracy is also better to see if the model has overfit. If the
difference between training accuracy and test accuracy is too large ( for
example a training accuracy close to 100 % and test accuracy towards
60%) there is a high risk of overfitting. Test accuracy also shows how
well the model works with new data and gives a more reliable idea of the
true accuracy of the model.
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3.2 Stability metrics

Stability metrics [9] [10] [11] [12] [13] [14] are used to evaluted if the
selection is stable. The selection is stable if it gets for each repetition
subsets containing the same features, selected in the same order.

Entropy : When machine learning is proceed there is something call
information. This information represent the quantity of element neces-
sary to make a prediction. For example with a tree model the information
is contained in each node. A node is informative if it permits to predict
samples accurately (give a accurate information). The entropy is the op-
posite to this information and represent how bad is the information. For
a tree, the most different information gives a node, higher is the entropy
and less predictive is the node.
The entropy is used as a instability metric. Entropy is based on a list that
contains the percentage of selection of each feature on 100 repetitions.
The entropy is proceed for each subset size :

H(X) =
n∑
i=1

p(xi) log(
1

log p(xi)
) (3.1)

where X is a vector ∈ X and p is the probability of occurrence of
Xi. Then the exponential of the entropy value is compute and report on
a graphics. The less is the value of the entropy, the most stable is the
feature selection. It is because if the entropy is lowest that mean that
the information is high. If the information is high a accuracy decision
can be done.

Consistency index [11] or pairing gives another useful metric of
stability. The idea is to take all tuple of size k and compute the correla-
tion between each of them to determine the average pairwise similarities
between features. The formula is for two subsets A and B ∈ X note I is :

I(A,B) =
rn− k2

k(n− k)
(3.2)

where r = |A
⋂
B| is the cardinality of the intercession between A

and B and k = |A| = |B|. Then the stability score will be computed for
all subset size k for each repetition. For a given set of M sequence λ =
(S1, S2, ...SM)

τ(λ(M)) =
2

M(M − 1)

M∑
i=1

M∑
j=1, j 6=i

I(Si(k), Sj(k)) (3.3)
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The pairing compares all subset of same size and determines how cor-
related they are. If each subset has same selected features in the same
order the pairing score is high. The higher is the better for the pairing
metric.

Most selected feature (max) : The last stability metric is based
on color matrix. For each subset of size k, the feature the most selected
is taken. It is the feature with the darker pixel on color matrix for a
specific size of subset. The percentile of selection of the feature is take
as a value. The higher is the value of selection the most stable is the
selection because that means the same feature is selected for a subset of
size k.

3.3 Additional metric

The color matrix is a plot ( figure 3.3) that represent a matrix of pixel
where each column is composed by the index of each feature. There is a
column for each size of subset considered on vertical axes. Pixel intensity
of a feature is directly proportional to the number of time the feature is
chosen by the selection method.

Darkness of a pixel =
number of times a feature is chosen

number of repetition of the experimentation
.

(3.4)
Color matrix shows for each size of subset if the selection is stable. If

a column k has one dark pixel (element A on figure 3.3) that mean that
the feature links to this pixel is always chosen by features selection for
subset of size k. If one feature is always chosen it means the selection for
subset of size k is stable. In contrary if the column has several features
colored, the selection is more unstable (element B on figure 3.3). The
color matrix is also useful to highlight features that are considered as
the most relevant by the feature selection. That can be convenient to
analyze why a feature is chosen and if the feature selection makes sense.
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Chapter 4

Selection Comparison :
Wrapper experimentation

Feature selection uses different method to reach his goal. One method is
the selection of feature based on a heuristic. In the purpose of finding a
reliable and stable FS it is necessary to compare different selection that
can be made by a wrapper or filter. In a first time the experimentation
use a wrapper to select feature and in a second time filter is used.

4.1 Recall,goal and choice of experimenta-

tion

Classic wrapper usually uses the training accuracy to determine the best
subset. As training accuracy is known to easily overfit, use it to base the
selection is questionable. The cross validation is known to be good to
train a model. What will be the result of a feature selection that use CV
score instead of training accuracy ?

Wrapper is used because it directly use learning algorithm values like
training or CV score and perform an exhaustive research. The model
used to perform the learning is Knn that can perform classification and
regression task.

The model has only one meta parameter to manage which simplifies
optimization of the training phase. Actually gridsearchCV 1 was used
during the training task to optimize the knn and tree meta-parameter.
The number of neighbors in knn help to choose at each iteration the
number of neighbors to consider.

1a method from Scikit learn library : http : //scikit −
learn.org/stable/modules/generated/sklearn.modelselection.GridSearchCV.html
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Classification datasets

Subject samples features
Breast cancer 569 32
Ionosphere 351 34
Sonar 208 60
wine 178 13
Parkinson 197 23

Regression datasets

Subject samples features
Diabetes 442 10
Boston 506 13

Figure 4.1: Classification Datasets used for experimentations found on
UCI Machine Learning Repository

The experimentation was led on different classification datasets found
on UCI Machine Learning Repository2 and described in figure 4.1. Each
dataset was split on two subsets, the training set with 70 percentile of
the original set and the testing set with the other 30 percentile. The
number of repetition for the experimentation is set to 100 to ensure the
statistical soundness of experimentation.

Forward selection starts from an empty set and adds feature one by
one. At each iteration a new unselected feature is added to the previ-
ous subset of selected feature of size k and a score is generated from the
learning algorithm k and retain the best one.

During the first part of the experiment, the choice of the best sub-
set at each iteration is based on training accuracy.The second part uses
the cross-validation score to choose the most optimal subset of features.
Cross-validation is used to perform the selection with a more rigorous
parameter and the number of cross validation is set to 10.

2https://archive.ics.uci.edu/ml/datasets.html
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4.2 Description of the experimentation

This section described the experimentation and the different steps to
carry out the experimentation (Algorithm 1).
First the experimentation need to set up Gridsearch and split dataset
into training data and test data. After the program loops d times, d
being the number of features of the dataset. The purpose is to test each
possible subset size. For each loop, another loop begin z time, z being
the number of features not already selected by the wrapper. In this loop,
training and test data subset are reduced to be as the same dimension as
tested subset size. Then the model is trained with Gridsearch set with
given parameters and the best meta parameter found. After that, the
score of the subset is calculated and stored. According to the type of se-
lection the score will be the training accuracy or the CV score. For each
size of subset, the best subset is chosen which determines the feature
(that is not already chosen) to add to the subset of selected features.
This process is made until each subset’s size have been tested. Every
score of accuracy and others metrics are saved to permit the comparison
between training accuracy and CV.

Algorithm 1 wrapper code

Require: Gridsearch, Trainingsubset, testsubset
for each size of subset(0 to d size) do

for For each remaining feature fi do
fi∪ subset of selected features
Train model
Compute the score of the current subset

end for
Select the feature fb with the best score
Subset of selected feature = fb∪ previous subset of Selected feature

end for

4.3 Results

The different metrics described in the chapter 3 have been reported on
various graphics.

Figures 4.2 represents the mean of the training accuracy or the cross
validation accuracy score depending on what the selection is based on
respectively. The mean and confident intervals are scored for each size of
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subset of selected features. With the training accuracy the stage of 100
percentile of accuracy is generally reach very fast and stay at the top.
It only decreases towards the end when there are only few features left.
Only the breast cancer dataset does not reach 100% of accuracy but has
the same curve with a lowest accuracy. When cross validation is used it
begins with less accuracy compared with training accuracy. The curve
goes up to 90-95 % depending the dataset and decreases slowly after that.

Figures 4.5 represent the test accuracy for selection based on training
accuracy or cross validation accuracy score. For the training accuracy,
the test accuracy begin very low and rise rapidly. The increase in ac-
curacy decreases at the end. For cross validation accuracy, the test ac-
curacy begin higher than with training accuracy. The curve rise slowly
than training accuracy to the end.

Figures 4.9 represent stability and instability of the selection. For
training accuracy, metrics of stability are low at the beginning then the
stability rises as the size of the subset increases. The instability is high
at the beginning and decreases which is in agreement with stability be-
havior. For Breast cancer and Ionosphere results are different and the
stability of selection stay low for each metrics. In cross validation stability
metrics begin with high stability score and then decreases to be very low.

Finally figures 4.8 are representing color matrix. A diagonal tend to
be drawn on the color matrix when the FS is based on training accuracy.
In the case of the cross validation some features seem to be often chosen
by the wrapper at the begin of the selection. After features are randomly
selected which is in agreement with stability graphics. A boundary be-
tween stable and non-stable selection is clearly visible
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Breast cancer

Ionosphere

Figure 4.2: Mean of the Accuracy scores obtained with forward search
where selected features is the number of features in the subset. Graphic
on the top is training accuracy scores and graphic on the bottom is cv
accuracy scores. Dotted line are confidence interval24



Parkinson

Sonar

Figure 4.3: Mean of the test Accuracy scores obtained with forward
search where selected features is the number of features in the subset.
Graphic on the top is training accuracy scores and graphic on the bottom
is cv accuracy scores. Dotted line are confidence interval.25



Wine

Figure 4.4: Mean of the test Accuracy scores obtained with forward
search where selected features is the number of features in the subset.
Graphic on the top is training accuracy scores and graphic on the bottom
is cv accuracy scores. Dotted line are confidence interval.
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Breast cancer

Ionosphere

Figure 4.5: Mean of the test Accuracy scores obtained with forward
search where selected features is the number of features in the subset.
Graphic on the top is training accuracy scores and graphic on the bottom
is cv accuracy scores. Dotted line are confidence interval.27



Parkinson

Sonar

Figure 4.6: Mean of the test Accuracy scores obtained with forward
search where selected features is the number of features in the subset.
Graphic on the top is training accuracy scores and graphic on the bottom
is cv accuracy scores. Dotted line are confidence interval28



Wine

Figure 4.7: Mean of the test Accuracy scores obtained with forward
search where selected features is the number of features in the subset.
Graphic on the top is training accuracy scores and graphic on the bottom
is cv accuracy scores. Dotted line are confidence interval
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Breast cancer

Figure 4.8: Color matrix obtained with forward search. Graphic on the
left is experimentation with training accuracy and graphic on the right
is experimentation with cross validation score

Figure 4.9: Stability scores obtained with forward search where selected
features is the number of features in the subset. Graphics on the top are
stability scores where the higher is the best and graphics on the bottom
are instability scores where the lower is the best. Graphics on the left
are experimentations with training accuracy and graphics on the right
are experimentations with cross validation score
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Ionosphere

Figure 4.10: Color matrix obtained with forward search. Graphic on the
left is experimentation with training accuracy and graphic on the right
is experimentation with cross validation score

Figure 4.11: Stability scores obtained with forward search where selected
features is the number of features in the subset. Graphics on the top are
stability scores where the higher is the best and graphics on the bottom
are instability scores where the lower is the best. Graphics on the left
are experimentations with training accuracy and graphics on the right
are experimentations with cross validation score
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Parkinson

Figure 4.12: Color matrix obtained with forward search. Graphic on the
left is experimentation with training accuracy and graphic on the right
is experimentation with cross validation score

Figure 4.13: Stability scores obtained with forward search where selected
features is the number of features in the subset. Graphics on the top are
stability scores where the higher is the best and graphics on the bottom
are instability scores where the lower is the best. Graphics on the left
are experimentations with training accuracy and graphics on the right
are experimentations with cross validation score
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Sonar

Figure 4.14: Color matrix obtain with forward search. Graphic on the
left is experimentation with training accuracy and graphic on the right
is experimentation with cross validation score

Figure 4.15: Stability scores obtained with forward search where selected
features is the number of features in the subset. Graphics on the top are
stability scores where the higher is the best and graphics on the bottom
are instability scores where the lower is the best. Graphics on the left
are experimentations with training accuracy and graphics on the right
are experimentations with cross validation score
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wine

Figure 4.16: Color matrix obtained with forward search. Graphic on the
left is experimentation with training accuracy and graphic on the right
is experimentation with cross validation score

Figure 4.17: Stability scores obtained with forward search where selected
features is the number of features in the subset. Graphics on the top are
stability scores where the higher is the best and graphics on the bottom
are instability scores where the lower is the best. Graphics on the left
are experimentations with training accuracy and graphics on the right
are experimentations with cross validation score
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4.4 Discussion

In machine learning feature selection is an important task to improve
the learning phase, reduce the cost of necessary data and the computing
time needed to train model. There are several methodologies to select
features like the wrapper used in the experimentation to compare the
selection based on training accuracy and cross validation accuracy.

The first thing shown by results of the experimentation is the differ-
ence between results based on training accuracy and those based on cross
validation shows by figure 4.3. In the first case, the training accuracy rises
very fast and reach 100 percentile. It is not surprising because same data
are used to train and choose features. With training accuracy, a model
tends to overfit very easily and has some repercussions in the selection of
features. In fact the color matrix shows on figure 4.16 a diagonal draws
on it. The diagonal is obtained because the model reach 100 percentile
of accuracy with the majority of features and all these features can be
chosen for the next step. The wrapper takes the first feature that is not
already chosen. So base the selection of the next feature on the training
accuracy is inappropriate. All features reach the 100% of accuracy and
for the wrapper there are all worth. The utilization of training accuracy
is questionable because the training accuracy does not give the better
selection of features but a default selection of them. With some datasets
the wrapper seems to take a very little selection of good features before
starting to select by default. It is because the cap of accuracy is not
already reach and the selection was not make by default. On stability
graphics 4.16 that create an artificial stability that gives the impression
of a stable selection.

Selection based on cross validation seems to give more promising re-
sult with a more logical behavior based on the cross validation accuracy
graphics on figure4.3. At each repetition, the wrapper often takes the
same set of features at the beginning and after continues the selection in
a totally random way. On the color matrix 4.16 there is generally a bor-
der between stable and unstable selection of features.The hypotheses is
that the stable selection takes features considered as better or useful and
the unstable selection is where the selection is totally random because
not others features seems to increase the accuracy stably and get out of
the heap.
Graphics based on test accuracy 4.6 give better results with CV than
with training accuracy. The curve is the same but the CV accuracy has
a better score of test accuracy. With a better test accuracy score, the
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model has a better prediction power and can predict new feature more
accurately.

Some chosen features are similar between the two criteria despite of
they are less selected with the training accuracy than with the cross vali-
dation. Base the feature selection on training accuracy provide irrelevant
results and the most of time can’t be used in feature selection. In con-
trary cross validation seems to work very well and generally highlight a
group of features by the frontier between stable and unstable.
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Chapter 5

Selection Comparison :
Experimentation with filter

5.1 Recall,goal and choice of experimenta-

tion

Filter method is another solution in feature selection that is used before
the learning phase of the model. The idea is to use statistics metrics
instead of induction algorithm of the model. There are classic metrics
like Chi-Square, Pearson’s Correlation or Delta test and more specifics
metrics for feature selection like mutual information.
The goal of this section is on the hand the comparison between the wrap-
per method and the filter method and on other hand to compare classic
Delta test with a cross validated version of it. The second goal is based
on the hypotheses that using filter heuristic on all data can give distorted
results. The experimentation tries to answer this question by comparing
delta test with cv and without it.
For the experimentation delta test is used to compare training accuracy
and cross validation accuracy. The cross validation as been set to 10
iteration and the distance between features is computed with Eucledi-
ane distance. Datasets used for the experimentation as been changed
from classification to regression task. Consequently the score computed
by Gridsearch as been changed to fit with regression task. The metric
choose to evaluate the accuracy of the model is R2.
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5.2 Description of the experimentation

This subsection described how is conducted the experimentation. The
first step is to prepare training and test data subset from the dataset and
set all parameter that are used. Then the filter method is used to deter-
mine the best subset of features built by forward search. Then Delta test
is used to evaluate each subset and gives them a score. For the cv part,
the filter is used 10 times with different part of the training set and the
score is computed by taking the average of the 10 scores. For each size of
subset the feature or subset of features with the smaller delta test score
is selected. At the first iteration, each feature is tested one by one and
the best one is selected. For the others iterations, the previously selected
subset combined with each remaining features is evaluated and the best
subset is selected. When the subset is selected, Gridsearch is set up to
perform to train the model with the subset chosen by the filter method.

Algorithm 2 code with delta test

Require: data subsets and parameter
for Each subset combination do

Compute delta test
end for
Selected the best subset xi
Set up Gridsearch
Train model
Compute scores

5.3 Results

As for wrapper, this section exposed raw results and graphics obtained
with the experimentation.

Figures 5.1 show the delta test score obtain for each size of subset.
With only training data for the delta test the curve rises slowly. With
the CV delta test, the score begin high and decreases. For the Boston
dataset the score rise a the end.

Figures 5.2 represent test accuracy score obtained by training the
model with subset selected by the filer method. With only training data,
the curve begin with a low accuracy. The curve increases slowly with
the increase of subsets size. The curve fall at the end when it only few
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features remaining. With the CV delta test, the test accuracy begin with
a higher score than with only training data. Then the score increases and
stabilizes when the cap of two feature is surpassed. For Boston the score
decreases at the end.

Figures 5.4 represent the stability and instability of the selection.
With only training data, the stability begin with a score that decreases
rapidly. The max metrics is very low and fall to 0. The other maintains
itself but remains low. For the entropy, the score is low but increases
rapidly when the cap of two features is surpassed. With the CV delta
test, the stability begin with a higher or alike score than with only train-
ing data. Then the score decreases in the majority of case but stay above
the delta test without cross validation.

Figure 5.3 are representing the color matrix. Whether for the delta
test with cv or only on training data the color matrix shows the same
”behavior”. Few features are often takes by filter at the beginning. Then
the selection is more random until the end where few features are often
selected last.

5.4 Discussion

As for wrapper the experimentation with the filter method compared
scores obtained with only training data and a CV of theses scores. The
purpose is to show that only using training data (training accuracy for
the wrapper) gives distorted results.

First, the delta test score must decrease when the subset has more
feature because there is more neighbors and the minimal distance be-
tween samples decreases. Delta score based only on training data rises
with time instead of decreases show by figure 5.1. It is behavior that
should not happen and that is not found with the CV version. The CV
version begin with high scores then decreases to stabilize around the cap
of three features. This is a more logical behavior if we refer to the delta
test formula.

On test accuracy graphics 5.2 the CV delta test gives better or alike
scores. That means the CV version as a model with a better prediction
power. The result is the same for stability metrics 5.4 that shows stabil-
ity with CV delta test aboves.
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Diabetes

Boston

Figure 5.1: Delta test scores obtained with filter method where selected
features is the number of features in the subset. Graphic on top use only
training data to score delta test and graphic on bottom use cv delta test
score. Dotted line are confidence interval40



Diabetes

Boston

Figure 5.2: Test accuracy scores obtained with filter method where se-
lected features is the number of features in the subset. Graphic on top
use only training data to score delta test and graphic on bottom use cv
delta test score. Dotted line are confidence interval41



Diabetes

Figure 5.3: color matrix obtained with filter method. Graphic on the left
use training accuracy to score delta test and graphic on bottom use cv.

Figure 5.4: stability scores obtained with filter method where selected
features is the number of features in the subset. Graphics on the left are
stability and graphics on the right are instability. Graphics on the top
use training accuracy to score delta test and graphics on the bottom use
cv.
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Boston

Figure 5.5: color obtained with filter method. Graphic on the left use
training accuracy to score delta test and graphic on bottom use cv.

Figure 5.6: stability scores obtained with filter method where selected
features is the number of features in the subset. Graphics on the left are
stability and graphics on the right are instability. Graphics on the top
use training accuracy to score delta test and graphics on the bottom use
cv.
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Color matrix 5.3 shows more similar results between the two kind
of selections. They both select stably several features and after make a
random selection of others features. But features selected stably are dif-
ferent in most case between the two methods. This shows that features
selected depend on what is used to calculate the delta test and have a
true impact on the selection.

As for wrapper the filter method based on CV score gives better re-
sult. It is less visible than with wrapper where the cap of 100 accuracy
gives distorted results. The CV version gives results with a test accuracy
alike or better that result on a more reliable model. The selection is also
more stable with the CV version with metrics score aboves.
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Chapter 6

Hoeffding inequality :

Hoefddings’s inequality is used to provide a bound to ensure that the
sum of random variable S not deviate more than real-valued of random
variable. Hoeffding’s inequality is usually used as a confidence interval
by determining the number of samples needed to obtain this confidence
interval. The inequality is :

P (X − E[X]) ≥ e−2nr
2

(6.1)

Where P is a probability, X independent random variable bounded by a
interval, 0 ≤ t ≤ X − E[X] and E[X] the Hoeffding’s lemma.

A existing utilization of Hoeffding inequality [7] is to build a fast deci-
sion tree. In fact classic decision tree learners like ID3, C4.5 and CART
assumes that all examples are stored simultaneously in memory. This
constraint limit the number of training examples that can be treated at
the same time. The article [7] explains that authors have designed a very
fast decision tree for huge datasets. The goal being is to directly use data
stream and built a potentially very complex tree with acceptable compu-
tational cost. Each node determines the number of examples needed to
make the right split. When an attribute node is chosen, the succeeding
examples pass down to the corresponding leaf and are used to choose
to next node and so on. Hoeffding inequality is used to determine how
many examples are necessary at each node to make the right decision for
the split. Hoeffding ensures that with n examples, the choice made for a
node is the correct choice with high probability as if the choice has been
made with an infinite number of examples. So the tree is built step by
step until Hoeffding considered there are not enough examples to take
the correct decision for a split. To decide how many examples are nec-
essary with a probability of 1− δ the hoeffding bound is derivative from
Hoeffding inequality :
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ε =

√
R2ln(1

δ
)

2n
(6.2)

where R is the range of a real-valued random variable X and n the
number of observation of this X. ε is compared to a heuristic ∆G for
which it is possible to make an average ∆G. If ∆G > ε Hoeffding bound
ensure with a probability of 1 − δ that the heuristic result is the same
than a decision chosen with an infinite number of examples.
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Chapter 7

Permutation test

The permutation test [8] is a non parametric hypotheses test over some
estimated statistic O involving X and y. This statistic can be different
according to the context for example, this statistic can be correlation,
some difference between X and y, etc. If Ô is the value of the statistic
for given X and y that are both vector of size n. The test determine
how likely is the value Ô, given the vector X and y that are supposed
to be independent and thus the statistic should be zero. The empirical
distribution of X, y and sample size need to be fixed. The random
variable of interest is the value of the statistic O. The distribution of Ô
is the set of all value of Ôk for all n! possible permutation of the element
of the vector xi. The goal is to test is the proportion of Ôk that are larger
than Ô. If more than certain % of permutation score is better than the
original score the permutation test ”reject” X. Make n! Permutation
seem to be a little bit too much and takes lot’s of computing time so
an approximation with Monte-Carlo algorithm is used. The permutation
can be use to set a threshold that stops the feature selection when features
seem to be irrelevant. The p-value can be estimated as :

α− 1.96 ∗
√
α(1− α)

M
(7.1)

There already exist several utilizations of the permutation test with oth-
ers statistical metrics in order to create a threshold to stop adding feature.
In this article [8], permutation test is used with mutual information. The
mutual information is a statistical metric that measure how a random
variable Y depend of another one Xi ( Or the opposite). MI use the
entropy H() and can be define like this :

MI(X, Y ) = H(X) +H(Y )−H(X, Y ) (7.2)

The principle is from a set X of j vector x compose with n elements.
The mutual information estimator Ô is set. After for each vector the
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estimator is computed with the xi ,the target y and the number neighbor
then M random permutations of xi is computed. Computed estimator ô
is compared with the permutation to find the percentile of permutation
that are better than Ô. If more than 5 percentile is better the feature is
discard otherwise the feature is kept.
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Chapter 8

Stopping Criteria

In feature selection [19] [20] [21] it is necessary to stop adding new fea-
ture to the subset of selected features when it is appropriated. In feature
selection, a stopping criterion decides when to stop selecting new feature.
This criterion helps the feature selection algorithm to choose a number
of features that is used by the model during the learning phase. It is
important in feature selection(FS) because too many features is a waste
of time because FS miss is goal of reducing data features set. Not enough
features impacts the prediction power of the model because there is not
enough information to train the model. The contribution in this master
thesis is to propose new statistical metrics that are used as a threshold
of feature selection.

8.1 Classic wrapper criterion

Wrapper stopping criteria [1] [2] is also related to the model algorithm.
Classic wrapper uses the value of model performance as a stopping cri-
terion. In the case of forward selection, at each addition of a feature
to the subset of selected features, the value of this subset is compared
with the value of the previous subset. The selection continues until the
value of accuracy no longer increases.That also work for backward but
the evaluation is when a feature is rejected or when the subset changes.
A variation of the criterion is to add a margin of error for the value of
the previous subset. This allows to be more flexible and avoid to stop
for too small variation in the score. For example, with a margin of one
percentile if the value decreases less than 1 percentile compared to the
previous subset the selection continues.
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Chapter 9

Contribution

It is exist in feature selection(FS) few stopping criteria as wrapper stop-
ping criterion or permutation test combined with mutual information.
But some others ways can be explored using statistical or mathematical
formula. Some propositions are made to find new stopping criteria that
can be used as a threshold in FS. These propositions are based on Ho-
effding inequality and permutation test. Classic stopping criteria like the
wrapper stopping criterion depend of model performance. If the model
gives erroneous information the feature selection is directly impact. Us-
ing Hoeffding bound and the permutation test allows to not only depend
of the model performance to decide when to stop the selection. When a
model is trained without enough samples that impacts the training of the
model and it accuracy. Hoeffding bound takes into account the number
of features to take a decision and prevents to take decision without suf-
ficiently samples. The permutation test ensures that the score obtained
by the evaluation is legit. The score is compared with others scores ob-
tained in the same way but with subsets that contain random values.
If more than a specific % of scores obtained with random values gives
better result than the not permuted subset this one can be questioned.

9.1 Variation of Hoeffding bound

In the case of feature selection and stopping criteria Hoeffding bound
could be used as a threshold to determine if there are enough examples
to choose the next feature. To know the number of features necessary to
split the node with a probability of 1 − δ the hoeffding bound is used.
For FS with wrapper or filter the bound is [0,1] so the range R is 1, n
is the number of observation. δG the heuristic that needs to be max-
imized, is the mean of accuracy or CV scores. fa is the feature that
combined with the previous subset gives the highest scores and fb be the
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second-best feature after seeing n examples. G = ∆G(fa) - ∆G(fb) ≥
0 is the difference between their scores values. Hoeffding bound ensure
with probability 1− δ that fa is the correct choice if G > ε.

Another proposition is to base the heuristic on subset of selected fea-
tures themself and their scores. Instead compare the score of the first (fa)
and second (fb) best features, compare the current best subset (subi) of
features with the subset selected at the previous iteration (subi−1). The
Hoeffding bound ensures there are enough samples to ensure that the
current subset is better than the previous one. If the evaluated subset
is better it is kept and FS continues otherwise the subset is rejected and
the FS stops. All parameter for ε are the same than for classic Hoeffding.

The last compares the current best subset with a permutation of it.
Instead of compare the score of the first (fa) and second (fb) best fea-
tures, compare (fa) and a permutation of it. The idea is to see if this
stopping criterion can make the same job than a stopping criterion based
on permutation test but in a faster way. Indeed permutation test need
to train the model 1 + m permutations in order to compute the score
that determines if continue FS is worth or not. Permutation test takes
lots of time and resources to be compute which is not always acceptable.

9.2 Permutation test with induction algo-

rithm

The idea is to use the heuristic that choose feature as the estimated
statistic. Indeed the permutation test can be computed with the train-
ing, cross validation and delta test scores. For each size of subset the
feature selection is done in a classic way and the result is the statistic
reference Ô. After the function made the permutation in this way : the
column of the selected features is taken and permuted, then the heuristic
is reevaluated and stored. This operation show by Algorithm 3 is made m
times m being set at 50 for the experimentation. Afterward the percent-
age of permutation values upper than the reference value is computed. If
more than 5 % of values are upper than the reference value, the selection
is stop otherwise that continues.
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Algorithm 3 Permutation code
Set α
Set Number of permutation m
for Each number each size of subset do

FS process
compute Ô
Make m permutation Ok

PValue = the percentile of value upper than Ô
if PValue > 5 then

stop the FS
end if

end for
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Chapter 10

Stopping criteria with
wrapper experimentation

10.1 Recall,goal and choice of experimen-

tation

In feature selection the goal is to choose a limited number of relevance
features. This number is determined by stopping criteria that test sub-
sets of selected features when new feature is added or removed. Several
stopping criteria have been chosen for the experimentation to compare
results. Stability and reliability of each subset of selected features chosen
by the different stopping criteria is evaluated to be compared.

The experimentation compares 6 stopping criteria. There is the clas-
sic stopping criteria (CW) of a wrapper that continues to accept new
feature as long as adding feature improve the accuracy of the model. A
variation of it (WM) that take into account a marginal error variation of
1 percentile. The three variations of stopping criteria based on Hoeffding
bound. The first based on the best and second best features (H), the
second on subset evaluated and the previous selected subset (H2S) and
the last on a permutation of the subset (HP). The 6th is the criterion
based on permutation test (P).

10.2 Description of the experimentation

The evaluation of each stopping criteria is made after the selection of the
subset to evaluate. The subset is taken and evaluated by function that
tests the stopping criteria. For example, if Hoeffding bound considers
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there are enough samples to make the right choice, the selection for this
criteria continues. When a criteria is not satisfied, the previous subset is
saved and the selection for this criteria stop. The p-value of each stopping
criteria is computed at the same time for each size of subset excepted for
wrapper criteria (CW and WM). After all repetition, the means of the
number of features selected for each stopping criteria at each repetition
is computed as the variance. The means of the number of features is
represented by line on graphics.

Algorithm 4 Wrapper code

for Each size of subset do
FS process
Take the best subset
Evaluation of classic wrapper criterion
if score(subi) ≤ score(subi − 1) then

stop for this criteria
end if
Evaluation of classic wrapper criterion with margin of error
if score(subi) ≤ score(subi − 1) +- 1% then

stop for this criteria
end if
Evaluation of three variation of Hoeffding bound
Evaluation of Permutation test

end for

10.3 Results

With the criterion based on CW the selection is made directly from the
value of training accuracy or the cross validation score. First all sub-
sets selected by this criterion take generally more features than with the
others shows on figures 10.14. Then subsets are larger if the selection is
based on the training accuracy than with cross validation. However with
the cross validation, the subset size generally stops at the top of the curve
and seems to be closed of the best accuracy on figures 10.1. In regards
to the stability on tables 10.16 10.17 10.18, it tend to be very low in the
case of CV but high with training. The variation with margin error of
1 percentile seems to take the same or a few more features than without it.

Then with results obtained with the classic Hoeffding the number of
features selected is small. whether training accuracy or cross validation
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are used the value of the criteria is often very closed in both method. In
this case the stability stay high for stability metrics and low on instabil-
ity metric on figure 10.1 and consequently the stability score is better.

To continue the second version Hoeffding suggests to take more fea-
tures that the original version that gives a better accuracy for the subset
selected even if it is not maximized. Then in the stability graph (10.9),
the different kind of stability are high or on little decline. On the color
matrix (10.13) the number of features selected often includes the features
who stand out.
The last Hoeffding always take all or nearly all features whether it is with
training accuracy or CV

Finally the last criteria based on permutation test seem to be the
most unstable. The training accuracy gets results closed to the first cri-
terion with subset with too much features. The cross validation show
to be closed to the Hoeffding criteria. Furthermore sometimes it is the
opposite, in training it will take few features and lot’s of features in cross
validation.
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Breast cancer

Ionosphere

Figure 10.1: CV scores obtained with forward search where selected fea-
tures is the number of features in the subset. Graphic on the left is
experimentation with training accuracy and graphic on the right is exper-
imentation with cross validation score. Where Black - is classic wrapper
stopping criterion (CW), black – is classic wrapper stopping criterion
with margin (WM), black .. is Hoeffding classic (H), grey - is second
Hoeffding proposition (H2S), grey – is Hoeffding with permutation (HP)
and grey .. is permutation (P)
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Parkinson

Sonar

Figure 10.2: CV scores obtained with forward search where selected fea-
tures is the number of features in the subset. Graphic on the left is
experimentation with training accuracy and graphic on the right is exper-
imentation with cross validation score. Where Black - is classic wrapper
stopping criterion (CW), black – is classic wrapper stopping criterion
with margin (WM), black .. is Hoeffding classic (H), grey - is second
Hoeffding proposition (H2S), grey – is Hoeffding with permutation (HP)
and grey .. is permutation (P)
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Wine

Figure 10.3: CV scores obtained with forward search where selected fea-
tures is the number of features in the subset. Graphic on the left is
experimentation with training accuracy and graphic on the right is exper-
imentation with cross validation score. Where Black - is classic wrapper
stopping criterion (CW), black – is classic wrapper stopping criterion
with margin (WM), black .. is Hoeffding classic (H), grey - is second
Hoeffding proposition (H2S), grey – is Hoeffding with permutation (HP)
and grey .. is permutation (P)
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10.4 Discussion

In order to obtain the best features selection it is important to have a
subset of selected featured that maximized or approached the maximum
of an observed heuristic. Obtain a subset with features selected in a reg-
ular and stable way is also important because the goals of FS is to choose
specific features and eliminate others. This is done in the optics of reduce
the features set which reduces the complexity and the computing time
necessary without sacrificing the prediction power of the model.

Base the stopping criterion on the classic wrapper criterion with a FS
based on CV is generally closed to the maximized accuracy scores show
by figures 10.1. But despite this, the stability associated is often too
low to be trust and random features risks to impact the learning phase
of the model. Color matrix 10.13 shows the same observation with the
margin between stable and unstable that is exceeded and shows that a
part of the selection is taken randomly. Furthermore, the variability in
the selection (10.15) is very high for this selection criteria. The margin
of error of 1 percentile is not usable because the same number of features
or more are generally taken and thus worsened the problem

The permutation test is the most unstable of all stopping criteria.
Training accuracy shows on graphs 10.1 are closed to the first criteria
and obtains subset with too much features to be used. But the cross
validation seems to get something closed to the Hoeffding criteria. Fur-
thermore sometimes it is the opposite, in training it takes few features
and lots of features in cross validation. There is not pattern with the
stopping criteria based on permutation, it can have better results in
some cases and awful one in others situations. In the case of this exper-
imentation this unsuitability causes the criterion to be rejected because
the features selection can not rest on random results.

Concerning Hoeffding bound, the classic version of the algorithm have
a very good stability in the case of CV but the number of features cho-
sen is very small which affect the prediction power. Graphics 10.1 show
that the accuracy links to the number of features chosen with classic
Hoeffding is usually under the maximum accuracy that can be obtained.
The variation of Hoeffding that compares current and previous subset of
selected features gives better results. The accuracy obtained with subset
chosen by this variation is often closed to the maximum. Stability scores
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Breast cancer

Figure 10.4: Color matrix obtained with forward search base on CV
value.

Figure 10.5: Stability graphics obtained with forward search base on CV
value where selected features is the number of features in the subset.
Graphic on the left is stability score where the higher is the better and
the graphics on the right is instability where the lower is ther better.
Where Black - is classic wrapper stopping criterion (CW), black – is
classic wrapper stopping criterion with margin (WM), black .. is Hoeffd-
ing classic (H), grey - is second Hoeffding proposition (H2S), grey – is
Hoeffding with permutation (HP) and grey .. is permutation (P)
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Ionospehre

Figure 10.6: Color matrix obtained with forward search base on CV
value.

Figure 10.7: Stability graphics obtained with forward search base on CV
value where selected features is the number of features in the subset.
Graphic on the left is stability score where the higher is the better and
the graphics on the right is instability where the lower is ther better.
Where Black - is classic wrapper stopping criterion (CW), black – is
classic wrapper stopping criterion with margin (WM), black .. is Hoeffd-
ing classic (H), grey - is second Hoeffding proposition (H2S), grey – is
Hoeffding with permutation (HP) and grey .. is permutation (P)
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Parkinson

Figure 10.8: Color matrix obtained with forward search base on CV
value.

Figure 10.9: Stability graphics obtained with forward search base on CV
value where selected features is the number of features in the subset.
Graphic on the left is stability score where the higher is the better and
the graphics on the right is instability where the lower is ther better.
Where Black - is classic wrapper stopping criterion (CW), black – is
classic wrapper stopping criterion with margin (WM), black .. is Hoeffd-
ing classic (H), grey - is second Hoeffding proposition (H2S), grey – is
Hoeffding with permutation (HP) and grey .. is permutation (P)
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Sonar

Figure 10.10: Color matrix obtained with forward search base on CV
value.

Figure 10.11: Stability graphics obtained with forward search base on
CV value where selected features is the number of features in the sub-
set. Graphic on the left is stability score where the higher is the better
and the graphics on the right is instability where the lower is ther bet-
ter. Where Black - is classic wrapper stopping criterion (CW), black –
is classic wrapper stopping criterion with margin (WM), black .. is Ho-
effding classic (H), grey - is second Hoeffding proposition (H2S), grey –
is Hoeffding with permutation (HP) and grey .. is permutation (P)
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Wine

Figure 10.12: Color matrix obtained with forward search base on CV
value.

Figure 10.13: Stability graphics obtained with forward search base on
CV value where selected features is the number of features in the sub-
set.. Graphic on the left is stability score where the higher is the better
and the graphics on the right is instability where the lower is ther bet-
ter. Where Black - is classic wrapper stopping criterion (CW), black –
is classic wrapper stopping criterion with margin (WM), black .. is Ho-
effding classic (H), grey - is second Hoeffding proposition (H2S), grey –
is Hoeffding with permutation (HP) and grey .. is permutation (P)
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Subject PM PMM H HS HP P
Breast 19 22 2 3 30 2
Iono 7 10 3 4 33 4
Parkinston 8 8 2 4 21 10
Sonar 19 19 3 6 59 5
Wine 7 7 3 4 12 4

Figure 10.14: Number of feature selected with CV

Subject PM PMM H HS HP P
Breast 92.75 60.09 1.37 1.69 0.22 0.95
Iono 6.3664 39.49 5.35 2.04 0.13 1.67
Parkinston 11.93 11.93 2.11 1.85 0.0384 26.70
Sonar 42.08 42.08 3.45 3.90 0.06 3.87
Wine 4.86 4.86 2.5304 1.12 0.03 1.45

Figure 10.15: Variance (standard deviation) in the number of feature
selected by the FS with CV

of the selection are very interesting and on the color matrix 10.13 fea-
tures choice are often in the stable part of the matrix even if sometime it
exceeds. The last variation based on permutation gives unusable results
and always take the majority of features which is perfectly useless in the
context of feature selection. The under goal that is to find a faster alter-
native of the permutation does not give expected results.
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Subject PM PMM H HS HP P
Breast 12.08 12.28 4.85 10.73 3.40 4.85
Iono 16.29 25.21 2.16 12.90 20.52 12.90
Wine 9.12 9.12 1.44 5.39 8.33 5.39
Sonar 24.16 24.16 11.66 33.95 22.49 35.79

Figure 10.16: Stability entropy

subject PM PMM H HS HP P
Breast 0.40 0.42 0.10 0.10 0.0 0.10
Iono 0.35 0.29 0.42 0.34 0.05 0.34
Wine 0.39 0.39 0.47 0.51 0.07 0.51
Parkinston 0.16 0.16 0.38 0.24 0.13 0.16
Sonar 0.37 0.37 0.23 0.13 0.04 0.15

Figure 10.17: Stability distance

Subject PM PMM H HS HP P
Breast 0.18 0.17 0.24 0.26 0.41 0.24
Iono 0.15 0.07 0.3 0.26 0.15 0.26
Wine 0.19 0.19 0.38 0.35 0.27 0.35
Parkinston 0.11 0.11 0.49 0.14 0.19 0.11
Sonar 0.12 0.12 0.09 0.09 0.1 0.07

Figure 10.18: Stability maximum
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Breast cancer

Ionosphere

Figure 10.19: pvalue obtained with forward search base on CV value
where selected features is the number of features in the subset. Where
-(blue) is the Pvalue of classic hoeffding, –(orange) is the Pvalue of ho-
effding S, :(green) is the pvalue of hoeffding P and .-(red) is the value of
permutation test
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Parkinson

Sonar

Figure 10.20: pvalue obtained with forward search base on CV value
where selected features is the number of features in the subset. Where
-(blue) is the Pvalue of classic hoeffding, –(orange) is the Pvalue of ho-
effding S, :(green) is the pvalue of hoeffding P and .-(red) is the value of
permutation test
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Wine

Figure 10.21: pvalue obtained with forward search base on CV value
where selected features is the number of features in the subset. Where
-(blue) is the Pvalue of classic hoeffding, –(orange) is the Pvalue of ho-
effding S, :(green) is the pvalue of hoeffding P and .-(red) is the value of
permutation test
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Chapter 11

Stopping criteria with filter
Experimentation

11.1 Recall,goal and choice of experimen-

tation

As for wrapper the experimentation compares 6 stopping criteria. There
is the classic stopping criteria (CW) of a wrapper that continues to ac-
cept new feature as long as adding feature improve the accuracy of the
model. A variation of it (WM) that take into account a marginal er-
ror variation of 1 percentile. The three variations of stopping criteria
based on Hoeffding bound. The first based on the best and second best
features (H), the second on subset evaluated and the previous selected
subset (H2S) and the last on a permutation of the subset (HP). The 6th
is the criterion based on permutation test (P).

11.2 Description of the experimentation

The evaluation of each stopping criteria is made after the selection of
the subset to evaluate. The subset is taken and evaluated by function
that tests the stopping criteria. The p-value of each stopping criteria is
computed at the same time for each size of subset excepted for wrapper
criteria (CW and WM). After all repetition, the means of the number of
features selected for each stopping criteria at each repetition is computed
as the variance. The means of the number of features is represented by
line on graphics.
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Algorithm 5 Filter code

for Each size of subset do
Filter method to select the best subset
FS is performed
Evaluation of classic wrapper criterion
if score(subi) ≤ score(subi − 1) then

stop for this criteria
end if
Evaluation of classic wrapper criterion with margin of error
if score(subi) ≤ score(subi − 1) +- 1% then

stop for this criteria
end if
Evaluation of three variation of Hoeffding bound
Evaluation of Permutation test

end for

11.3 Results

Stopping criteria have been report on graphics 11.2 11.3 11.4. Criteria
based on classic wrapper, classic wrapper with error margin, hoeffding
based on subsets and permutation have same results and selects all fea-
tures. Value of accuracy and stability are low for all these criteria.
The classic Hoeffding criterion takes less features than metrics cited be-
fore. The test accuracy for the criterion is good in all case but the
stability score is low.
The criterion that uses permutation test take only one feature in all case.
The score of stability is high but the score of accuracy is low.

11.4 Discussion

One purposed of the experimentation is to see if observations made for
wrapper are also observable for the filter method. With filter stopping
criteria seems not work as well as with wrapper. Criteria based on classic
wrapper, classic wrapper with error margin, Hoeffding based on subsets
and permutation have same results and selects all features. Takes all
features goes against the principle of FS because the subset of feature
is not reduce. These criteria do not work with filter method using delta
test.
The classic Hoeffding criterion takes less features than metrics cited be-
fore. The test accuracy for the criterion is good in all case but the sta-
bility score is low. The selection select randomly features which brings
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Diabetes

Boston

Figure 11.1: Delta test score obtained with filter method where selected
features is the number of features in the subset. Where Black - is classic
wrapper stopping criterion (CW), black – is classic wrapper stopping
criterion with margin (WM), black .. is Hoeffding classic (H), grey - is
second Hoeffding proposition (H2S), grey – is Hoeffding with permutation
(HP) and grey .. is permutation (P).
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Diabetes

Boston

Figure 11.2: Test accuracy score (with R2) obtained with filter method
where selected features is the number of features in the subset. Where
Black - is classic wrapper stopping criterion (CW), black – is classic wrap-
per stopping criterion with margin (WM), black .. is Hoeffding classic
(H), grey - is second Hoeffding proposition (H2S), grey – is Hoeffding
with permutation (HP) and grey .. is permutation (P).
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Diabetes

Figure 11.3: Color matrix obtained with filter method based en cv delta
score. Where Black - is classic wrapper stopping criterion (CW), black
– is classic wrapper stopping criterion with margin (WM), black .. is
Hoeffding classic (H), grey - is second Hoeffding proposition (H2S), grey
– is Hoeffding with permutation (HP) and grey .. is permutation (P)

Figure 11.4: Stability graphics obtained with filter method based en
cv delta score where selected features is the number of features in the
subset. Graphic on the left is stability score where the higher is the
better and the graphic on the right is instability where the lower is ther
better. Where Black - is classic wrapper stopping criterion (CW), black
– is classic wrapper stopping criterion with margin (WM), black .. is
Hoeffding classic (H), grey - is second Hoeffding proposition (H2S), grey
– is Hoeffding with permutation (HP) and grey .. is permutation (P)
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Boston

Figure 11.5: Color matrix obtained with filter method based en cv delta
score. Where Black - is classic wrapper stopping criterion (CW), black
– is classic wrapper stopping criterion with margin (WM), black .. is
Hoeffding classic (H), grey - is second Hoeffding proposition (H2S), grey
– is Hoeffding with permutation (HP) and grey .. is permutation (P)

Figure 11.6: Stability graphics obtained with filter method based en
cv delta score where selected features is the number of features in the
subset.. Graphic on the left is stability score where the higher is the
better and the graphic on the right is instability where the lower is ther
better. Where Black - is classic wrapper stopping criterion (CW), black
– is classic wrapper stopping criterion with margin (WM), black .. is
Hoeffding classic (H), grey - is second Hoeffding proposition (H2S), grey
– is Hoeffding with permutation (HP) and grey .. is permutation (P)
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Diabetes

Boston

Figure 11.7: Pvalue scores obtained with filter method based en cv delta
score where selected features is the number of features in the subset.
Where Black - is classic wrapper stopping criterion (CW), black – is
classic wrapper stopping criterion with margin (WM), black .. is Hoeffd-
ing classic (H), grey - is second Hoeffding proposition (H2S), grey – is
Hoeffding with permutation (HP) and grey .. is permutation (P)
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nothing to train a model. FS is used to highlight specific features to train
the model.
The criterion that uses permutation test take only one feature in all case.
The score of stability is high but the score of accuracy is low. Have a
low accuracy impact the prediction power of the model. Which is less
powerful and useful to perform machine learning.
Regardless of the criterion results show that they are not relevant to
perform FS in the case of filter method with delta test.
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Chapter 12

Conclusion

12.1 Recall of the goal of the experimen-

tation

The experimentation, on the hand compares feature selection based on
training accuracy and cross validation. On the other hand compares pro-
posed stopping criteria adapted from others mathematical forms. The
purpose is to test and compare results of each aspect of feature selection
made by wrapper and filter method. The comparison is made from re-
sults obtained on various datasets and with different kinds of metrics.

12.2 Recall of the principal results

The first research question is focused on selection with training accuracy
and cross validate accuracy in the case of a wrapper. The result of the
experimentation is that the training accuracy is discouraged to select
features. The cap of 100 percentile is too fast reached due to over fitting
and that negatively impacts the selection. In fact all features are per-
ceived as worth for the wrapper that makes a default selection by taking
each time the first feature still unused . Base the selection on CV gives
better results and shows the existence of a border between features that
are usually selected and others that are randomly selected.

The second research question is focused on proposed stopping crite-
ria. The second variation of Hoeffding based on the previous subset, has
the best result in combination with the selection based on cross valida-
tion. The accuracy score for the chosen size of subset is the most of time
closed to the maximum. Furthermore the subset seems to take features
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highlight by the color matrix. The classic Hoeffding and classic wrapper
stopping criterion gives interesting results but only for one metric. That
is a problem for the feature selection because one gives a very stable se-
lection but a poor accuracy score and the other gives the opposite. The
others stopping criteria give irrelevant or too unstable results to be taken
into account in the context of features selection.

The last research question is to see if observation made for wrapper
are the same for filter method. Observations are the same for the com-
parative between selection based on training scores and CV scores. For
filter method using delta test, the selection of feature with a CV delta
test gives better results than with a delta test computed only with train-
ing data. The difference is less visible but the test accuracy and delta
test score are better with CV.
About stopping criteria, these do not work well with filter method. They
tend to take too much features and not to be balanced in terms of sta-
bility and accuracy.

12.3 Future work

Several experimentations can be done to continue the research on feature
selection. These experimentations can follow the current goal but also
use these results to experiment others ways.

In this experimentation the selection was based on several criteria.
Accuracy scores and cross validation scores for the wrapper and R2 score
for the filter method. But there are others criteria that can be used for the
comparison as mutual information. Make experimentation to compare
the cross validation that give better results with others selection criteria
could be interesting. For the filters there already exist some study focus
on the comparison between them.

In the experimentation only wrapper method and filter method as
been tested and compared. But there is also the embedded method that
can be experimented and compared with the others ones. While still
keeping the same purpose than experiment here, embedded method can
propose new interesting results. Embedded method use both filter and
wrapper method. That can be interesting to optimize the process of
selection by using both method. Filter method to reduce the number
of features before training the model and wrapper method for robust
evaluation could be a good deal. Comparing results of different king of
methods to obtain a more accurate result can be another possibility of
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experimentation.

Another experimentation which deviates a little from the goal of this
paper would be to get interested in features selected. For both wrapper
and filter with cross validation, some features are many time selected.
Take an interest in these features can be interesting to support experi-
mental results. The number of feature chooses with the second Hoeffding
criterion is it optimal ? Why some features are always selected and does
that make sense ? There are plenty questions that can be experimented.
Focus on features selected them self could be interesting to know why
this features are always selected and is it possible to plan which features
is choose and which feature to remove.
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